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The three stages of the loving, co-operative and powerful children.
BapDada is seeing all the loving, co-operative and powerful children. Among the loving children there are
those with different types of love. First are those who have become loving after being impressed by seeing
the elevated lives of others and also seeing the transformation of others. Second are those who become
loving after having even a touch of the experience of one or another virtue, whether it is happiness or peace.
Third are the loving souls who experienced the company, that is, the gathering and also the support of the
pure souls. Fourth are the souls who love God. All are loving but their love is numberwise. A truly loving
soul is one who becomes loving through knowing the Father accurately.
In the same way, among the co-operative souls, there are also different types of co-operative soul. First are
those who are co-operative according to the sanskars of devotion. They are the ones who become cooperative with the attraction of thinking that these things here are good, that this is a good place, that these
people have a good life, that they will receive fruit by doing something for a good place, that is, they
become co-operative by using a little of their body, mind and wealth. Second are those who become cooperative on the basis of some attainment through imbibing knowledge and yoga. Third are those who
belong to the one Father and none other. There is just the one Father and just the one place for all
attainments. “The Father's task is my task”. In this way, they consider this to be their Father, their home,
their task, their elevated Godly task and are constantly co-operative. So there is a difference.
Similarly, there are also the powerful souls. In this too, there are those with different stages. Simply on the
basis of the knowledge of, "I am a soul who is an embodiment of power, I am a child of the Almighty
Authority Father", they try to remain stable in a powerful stage. However, it is just up to the level of them
knowing. For the time they have these points of knowledge in their awareness, for the time that they have a
powerful point, they become powerful for that short time, but as soon as they forget the point, they lose their
power. The slightest influence of Maya makes them forget knowledge and makes them powerless. Second
are those who churn knowledge, speak about knowledge and relate powerful things to others and, because of
receiving the fruit of service at that time, they even experience themselves to be powerful. However, that is
only whilst they are thinking about it or speaking about it, not all the time. First is their stage of thinking
and second their stage of speaking about it.
Third are those who are constantly powerful souls. They don’t just think or speak about this, but they
become embodiments of a master almighty authority. To become an embodiment means to become
powerful. Their every step and every act is automatically powerful. They are embodiments of awareness
and this is why they constantly have a powerful stage. Powerful souls would constantly experience
themselves to be combined with the Father, the Almighty Authority, and also constantly experience the hand
of shrimat as a canopy of protection. Because of constantly having a right to the key of determination,
powerful souls would experience themselves to be masters of the treasures of success. Such souls constantly
swing in the swing of all attainments. They constantly sing songs in their minds of their elevated fortune.
Because they are constantly spiritually intoxicated, they easily remain beyond the attraction of the old world.
They don't have to labour. Every act and word of powerful souls automatically enable service to continue to
happen. Because their self-transformation and world transformation is powerful, they constantly experience
success to be guaranteed – they always have this experience. They do not have even the slightest thought of
"What should I do?" "What will happen?" about any task. They constantly have the garland of success in
their lives: “I am victorious. I am part of the rosary of victory.” They automatically and constantly have the
firm faith: victory is my birthright. Do you understand? Now ask yourself: Who am I? The powerful souls
are in the minority. The majority is of the different varieties of loving and co-operative souls. So, what will
you now do? Become powerful. Experience the elevated happiness of the confluence age. Do you
understand? Don't just become those who know about it, become those who achieve it. Achcha.
You have come to your home and the Father's home. BapDada is pleased to see that you have arrived here.
You are also very happy, are you not? Let this happiness constantly remain not just in Madhuban, but let it
remain with you throughout the confluence age. The Father is also pleased when the children are happy.
You have come from so far, far away having tolerated a great deal, but at least you have arrived here. You
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tolerated the heat and cold, the food and drink and arrived here. There were also dust storms. All of that
happens in the old world anyway. Nevertheless, you received rest, did you not? Did you rest? If not three
feet, you at least received two feet of space. Even so, you find your home, the home of the Bestower, sweet,
do you not? This place is better than the pilgrimages of the path of devotion. You have come under the
canopy of protection. You have come under the sustenance of love. To reach the elevated land of this
yagya, to have a right to the prasad of the yagya, has such importance. One grain has a lot of value. You
know all of this, do you not? Those people are thirsty to receive even one grain of prasad, whereas here, you
will receive a stomach-full of Brahma bhojan. So, you are so fortunate. Eat Brahma bhojan with this
importance and your mind will become great for all time.
Achcha, this time, the maximum number is from Punjab. Why have such a great number of people come
running here? So many have never come before. You have all become conscious now! Even so, BapDada
sees an elevated speciality in Punjab of how they give a lot of importance to spiritual gatherings and amrit
vela. They even come for amrit vela barefoot. BapDada sees the children of Punjab as those with the
greatness of knowing the importance of amrit vela. Punjab residents are those who are constantly coloured
with the spiritual colour of the company. They are those who constantly stay in the company of the Truth.
You are like that, are you not? Do all of those from Punjab become powerful at amrit vela and celebrate a
meeting? Those of you from Punjab are not lazy about amrit vela, do you? You don't nod off, do you?
Therefore, always remember the speciality of Punjab. Achcha.
Those from the Eastern Zone have also come. What is the speciality of the East? (Sunrise). The sun
always rises there. Sun means the treasure of light. So now, those from the Eastern zone are master suns of
knowledge. You are those who constantly dispel darkness and give light, are you not? You have this
speciality, do you not? You are those who never enter the darkness of Maya. You have become master
bestowers who dispel darkness, have you not? The sun is a bestower, is it not? So all of you have become
master suns, that is, master bestowers who are busy in the task of giving light to the world, are you not?
Maya too doesn't have time for those who remain busy, who never have time for anything. So, what do
those from the Eastern Zone think? Does Maya come in the Eastern Zone? If she does come, does she
come to salute you or does she make you into a Mickey Mouse? Do you like the games of Mickey Mouse?
The gaddi of the Eastern Zone is the father's gaddi. So that is the gaddi of the kingdom, is it not? Would
those who have the throne of the kingdom be kings or Mickey Mouse? So, are all of you master suns of
knowledge? The Sun of Knowledge also rose from there, did He not? He rose from the East. Do you
understand your speciality? You are the elevated souls of the elevated gaddi where Baba originated from,
that is, of the place that has been blessed. No other zone has this speciality. Therefore, constantly use your
speciality for world service. What speciality will you bring? Constant master suns of knowledge. You are
master bestowers who constantly give light. Achcha. All of you have come to meet Baba. Constantly
continue to celebrate the elevated meeting. A mela means to meet. Don't deprive yourself of the mela, of
the meeting, for even a second. Make the experience of a constant yogi firm before you leave here. Achcha.
To the loving souls who remain constantly in love with the one Father, to the co-operative souls in God's
task at every step, to the elevated souls who are constantly embodiments of power, to the victorious children
who constantly experience the rights of victory, BapDada's love, remembrance and namaste.
BapDada speaking to groups:
Constantly continue to progress with one faith and one Support. You constantly belong to the one Father
and you constantly have to follow the shrimat of the one Father. Continue to move forward with this effort.
Experience becoming an embodiment of elevated knowledge and a great yogi. Go into the depths. The
deeper you go into the depths of knowledge, the more jewels of invaluable experiences you will attain.
Become those with concentrated intellects. Where there is concentration, there is the experience of all
attainments. Don't go after temporary attainments. Have imperishable attainments. Don't be attracted by
perishable things. Constantly consider yourselves to be masters of the treasures and go into the unlimited.
Don’t go into the limited. There is the difference of day and night between the pleasures of the unlimited
and the pleasures of the attraction of the limited. Therefore, become sensible and do everything with
understanding and make your present and your future elevated.
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Specially selected elevated versions: Become those who have loving intellects and are victorious jewels.
Loving intellects means the people who belong to Allah (God) who always stay in the alokik and avyakt
stage. Those whose every thought and every task is alokik, those who carry out tasks, while detached like a
lotus, and are always loving to the one Father, while living in the corporeal world - this is what it is to be
one who has a loving intellect. A loving intellect means to be victorious. Your slogan is: Those who have
loving intellects at the time of destruction are victorious and those who have divorced intellects at the time
of destruction are led to destruction. When you tell this slogan to others and say: Do not become those who
have divorced intellects at the time of destruction, become those who have loving intellects, then look at
yourself: Do I have a loving intellect all the time? Do I sometimes become one with a divorced intellect?
Those who have loving intellects cannot have even one thought that opposes shrimat. If you have any
thoughts, words or deeds that are against shrimat, you would not be said to have a loving intellect. So,
check: Is my every thought and word according to shrimat? A loving intellect means that the love of the
intellect is constantly connected with the one Beloved. When you always have love for the One, your love
cannot be for any other person or possession, because a loving intellect means constantly to experience
BapDada to be personally in front of you. Those who constantly remain personally in front of Baba, face to
face with Baba, cannot turn their faces away from Baba.
The words that always emerge from the heart and lips of those who have loving intellects are: I eat with
You, I sit with You, I speak with You, I listen to You, I fulfil all my relationships with You, I have all
attainments from You. Even when they are not speaking, their eyes and their faces speak. So, check: Have I
become one who has a loving intellect at the time of destruction, that is, do I have love for the One and do I
have a constant and stable stage?
When you look at the sun, you definitely see its rays. In the same way, if you constantly stay in front of the
Father, the Sun of Knowledge, that is, if you truly have a loving intellect, then you will experience the rays
of all virtues from the Sun of Knowledge. On the faces of those who have such loving intellects, there will
be the sparkle of introspection and, along with that, the intoxication of all types of self-respect of the
confluence age and of the future.
If you always have the awareness that your body can be destroyed at any time, then, by having this time of
destruction in your awareness, you will automatically develop a loving intellect. When the time of
destruction comes, even those who do not have knowledge definitely try to remember the Father but,
because of not having His introduction, they are unable to connect their love with Him. If you always keep
in your awareness that these are the final moments, then, by remembering this you will not remember
anyone else.
Those who constantly have loving intellects cannot have any wasteful or sinful thoughts that go against
shrimat in their minds. Those who have such loving intellects become victorious jewels. Let there not be
any type of love in any way for bodily beings, otherwise you will come into the list of those who have
divorced intellects. The children who have a loving intellect and always fulfil the relationship of love
receive the attainment of all types of happiness in the world for all the time. BapDada sings praise day and
night of such children who fulfil the responsibility of love. He sits all others in the land of liberation and
gives the fortune of the kingdom of the world to those who fulfil the responsibility of love.
Let there be true love in the heart for the one Father and Maya will never disturb you. She will be
destroyed. However, if there isn’t true love in the heart; if you are simply holding the Father’s hand, but
have not taken His support, then you will continue to be hurt by Maya. You have died alive and taken a new
birth and adopted new sanskars, so then why should there be love for the clothes of the old sanskars? Why
should the children love the things that the Father does not love? So, be one with a loving intellect and
finish for all the time the old accounts of weaknesses, the defects, the lack of power and the sensitive nature
from within. Do not put aside the costume that is studded with jewels and have love for the old, worn out
costume.
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Some children connect their love but fulfil it numberwise. Their line changes in terms of fulfilling that
responsibility. They have one aim but their qualifications are different. If you lack something in fulfilling
your responsibility in even one relationship, for instance, if you have 75% relationship with the Father and
25% with another soul, then, too, you cannot be in the list of those who fulfil their responsibility. To fulfil a
responsibility means to fulfil it completely. No matter what the situations of your mind, body or those in
connection with you are like, do not remember any soul even in your thoughts. When you have the
awareness of any soul even in your thoughts, then an account is created of that second - this is the deep
philosophy of karma.
Some children are even now engaged in trying to develop love and this is why they say that they are unable
to have yoga. Those who have yoga for a short time and then break it are said to be those who are trying to
develop their love. Those who fulfil the responsibility of love are lost in love. They have completely lost all
awareness of their bodies and the relationships of their bodies. So, you too have to fulfil such a
responsibility of love with the Father and you will then not remember your body or bodily relations.
Blessing:

Slogan:

May you increase your account of accumulation by paying attention to your treasures of time
and thoughts and become a multi-millionaire.
You have, in fact, many treasures but you have to pay special attention to your treasures of
time and thoughts. Let your thoughts be elevated and pure at every moment and your account
of accumulation will continue to increase. At the present time, when you accumulate one, you
receive multi-million fold. This is the calculation. This is the bank that gives you a return of
multimillions for one. Therefore, no matter what, even if you have to renounce something, if
you have to do tapasya, if you have to become humble, no matter what happens, pay attention
to these two things and you will become a multimillionaire.
Serve with the power of your mind and you will receive a reward many times greater.
***OM SHANTI***

Special effort to become equal to Father Brahma.
With the power of remembrance and avyakt power, Father Brahma controlled both his mind and intellect.
He controlled his mind and intellect with a powerful brake and experienced the seed stage. In the same way,
you children also have to apply the brake and use your steering power and then the power of your intellect
will not be wasted. The more energy you accumulate, the more your powers to discern and decide will
increase.
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